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Primitive Local Galois Representations: An Example 
G.-MARTIN CRAM’ 
The aim of this paper is to study the (Swan) conductor of primitive 
characters of local Galois groups. 
Let K/Q,, be a p-adic number field, G, its absolute Galois group, and p 
a primitive, irreducible, complex character of G,. Let E/K be the fixed field 
of the kernel of p, G := G,/ker p =Gal(E/K), and let E/F/K be the field 
corresponding to the wild ramification subgroup of G, G, := Gal(&/F). Let 







It follows from the work of Koch [4] that 
x := p] (;, is irreducible, 
Z is central in G. 
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x//=p”.~J, where 4EIrrZ andp”=X(l), 
~ G, := G,/Z is elementary Abelian with order I?‘. 
~ the commutator induces a non-degenerate, alternating form 
( ) ): G, x G, -+ c*: (.U, 7) := f/5( [r, y]), 
where s, J‘ E G, , and .?, j denote their images in G,, 
~~~ this form is invariant under conjugation with elements of 
9 := Gal(F/K), thus G, becomes a symplectic [F,,!l-module, 
~ C, is an anisotropic C,,q-module; i.e., it has no isotropic sub- 
modules. 
The character p is called “in general position” if its conductor is minimal 
among the conductors of all twists pz, where T runs through the one- 
dimensional characters of G,. 
If p is in general position, the Swan conductor of a twist is given by 
sw(pt)=min{sw(y), p(l) SW(~)): see Lemma 1.6 below. Thus it suffices to 
determine the conductor of characters in general position. 
If the group C, has just one jump at .Y = 1, then Zink has computed the 
possible values of the conductor of primitive characters [ 111. They have 
the form 
sw(ji)=/l’$.(l fp I’). (0.1 )
where p”= /I( 1) is the character degree, @cl = e(F;‘K) is the tame ramification 
index of G, s is the jump of G, (.v= 1 in Zink’s work), and 11 is an integer 
between 1 and ci. Zink associates 11 with the degree of a polynomial 
belonging to the symplectic form on G, 
The same formula holds for general s if the degree of p is /I( 1) = p [ 11. 
In this case G, is irreducible as F,lg-module, and since ramification sub- 
groups are invariant, i.e., submodules, G, can have just one jump. Of 
course r = 1 in this case. 
The method of Buhler applies to any primitive character Q if its 
conductor is prime to p (and G, has just one jump). We get SW(~) = 
p”. ( 1 ie,,) .s ( 1 + p “) in this case. 
Thus we have the question does Zink’s formula (0.1 ) hold in general, i.e.. 
if s is any integer such that G, has just one jump at .s’? This was asked by 
Zink [ 10, 8.4, Bemerkung e]. 
However, I construct an example where formula (0.1 ) does not hold. In 
this example the jump of G, is .s = 2, the character degree is p( 1) = p2, and 
the conductor is SW(~)= p’. (i). (2+ p ‘), p is any prime with p-2 
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(mod 5), and the ground field is any p-adic number field that contains fifth 
roots of unity. The tame extension F/K has degree 5 and is totally ramified. 
The group G, is irreducible as [F,,g-module. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
I use the notation in the Introduction. But if I want to talk about general 
p-adic number fields I use the symbol R for the ground field and CL) for a 
character of its Galois group. 
The first six lemmas are either well known or straight forward. But 1 
want to recall them in the form that I need here. Lemmas 1.7 and 1.8 are 
the crucial points in the construction of the example. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let R2/Ro he II totall). ramified Galois extension of p-udic 
number ,fieUs, Gal(R? JR,) he the uxild rum[fication subgroup, und n = 
Gal(R,/R,,) be the tume,factor. Set P(, := lgl. Let t he unJ> integer, t 2 I. 
Then U ~-J’U L: ’ is a homogeneous 1F, g-module, i.e., isomorphic to .rrveral 
copies of’ &e irreducible module V. To determine V, choose D E Gal(R,/R,,) 
such that its image in q generates n, und choose u prime element TI qf R,. 
Then x6 ’ E CO (mod U h,), \i,here o is u primitive e, th root qf unit?,, und 
V can he identtfied bixith F,,(w’), where o acts h!, multiplication \c?th w’. 
Notution. V = (IF,,(w’), o -+ CO’). 
Proof: For any sEGal(R,/R,,) and X= 1 +7r’1:~ Ul,,, .Y’~’ = 
1 +?I’.(~c~ ‘)‘.E(mod U$l ). Thus the wild ramification subgroup acts 
trivial. and under the isomorphism 
we can identify U& JU k: ’ with a field extension of [F,], where (r acts by 
multiplication with w’. That tr) is a root of unity follows from the structure 
of the units of Rz (see [2, Chap. 151). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let o he an irreducible complex character of the uhsolute 
Gulois group G, of‘ the p-adic number field R. Then the &tan conductor of 
(I) is gilVn /I?’ 
SW(W) = o( 1 ) ‘,j, 
ic,here ,j is the largest index in the upper numbering of’ the ram[fi’cution 
.suhgroups of G, such that GA is not contuined in the kernel of’w. 
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Proof’ [6, Chap. VI, Sect. 2, Exercise 21. Serre considers the Artin con- 
ductor ar(cc,). For an irreducible character (11, W# 1, the Swan conductor is 
defined by SW(W) = ar(tu) - tn( 1 ). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.3. Using the notution in thr Introduction. HYJ l~uce 
(i) SW(P)= (I!‘e,d SW(Z), 
(ii ) y is in gtwrml positiori $f’ x i.r in grnrrul position. 
Proof: (i) follows from Lemma 1.2, as does (ii) “ = “, For ” = ” one 
must show that if xr is in general position, with a one-dimensional charac- 
ter r of GF, then there exists a one-dimensional character s’ of G, such that 
SW(~) =sw(pr’/(;,). The proof follows the idea of Buhler [I, Claim 1, 
p. 281: see also Henniart [3. Theorems 1.7 and 5.33. Q.E.D. 
h3fMA 1.4. Using the notution ill thP Introduc.tion, if’ c, bus just one 




Proof’ [IO, Proposition X.41. (Zink computes the possible values of 
sw(x)/x( 1 ). Apply Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 to Zink’s formula.) Q.E.D. 
Remurk. The nature of 1’ and N is not yet understood. Zink asked 
whether we always have LI = .s. but this is false, as the example shows. 
(i) If’ p # 2, thrrc exists u projectiw, irwdwihlr rc~prr.scntution jj of 
G, with krrnel 2 G,. .suclz thut it.s restriction j := pi (,* rcwuins irreducible 
und .such thut it induces the gicen ,fiwm. 
Let p hc un>’ ordinur?,, rw?lplcv churwtcr thut lifis p. rrnd let p ~ (,, = 
p( I ) q5, ,i,itll c,b u onr-rli~len.sio,lmI chuructc~r of’ G,. Thrn 
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(ii) The charcrcter p qf’ (i) is primitioe $f the [F,,g-module G, i.5 
anisotropic. In this case the projective representation p is unique (And it 
e.uists even if p = 2.) 
(iii) The projective representation p of(i) is ulso unique if 191 is prime 
to p, in particular if’ Ig = 1, i.e.. F = K. 
Proof: (i) [9. Satz 51. (Note that any projective representation is 
liftable, since H’(G,, C*) =O; see [5, Part II].) 
(ii) 19, Satz 61. 
(iii) [9, Satz 3 (II)]. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 1.5 allows us to define the conductor of an alternating form: 
DEFINITION. Let L/F be an elementary Abelian and a totally and wildly 
ramified extension. Let 
X: Gal(L/F) x Gal( L!F) + C* 
be an alternating form. Define ,j(X) as the minimum of sw(x)/~(l ), where 
z runs through the lifts of the projective representation ;r of G,.- defined by ,I’. 
(To definej(X) one just needs L/F to be Abelian; see [ 1 I]. But I just need 
those forms in the definition above.) 
The next two lemmas give a simple observation about the conductor of 
the product of characters resp. forms: 
LEMMA I .6. Let CO, , (II? he t,iv irreducible charcrcters of the uhsdttt~ 






o,(l)~(~,(l)- W,(l) ’ to,(l) I 
.4nd lf SW( I(‘, )/Q, ( 1 ) # SW((O~)/W~( 1 ), tt’e huzy> equalit~~ in the ,fhrmula uhow. 
Proc?fI Use Lemma 1.2. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.7. Let L/F he un elemcntar:). Abelian und N totally and H~iIdI~’ 
rrml{fi’ed extension of’p-udic nunzher,fi‘elds, und let X, . X2 he two alternating 
fbrms on Gal( L/F). Then 
.i(X, .X,)Smax IAX, L .i(X2)1 
ilrld {f’.j( A’, ) # .j( A’,), eyuulity holds in the fbrmuiu rrhove. 
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Proqf: Set X, := X, .X2. Choose characters ;c,, x2, ;c3 of G,.- such that 
JI, belongs to Xi (in the sense of Lemma 1.5) and such that .j(X,) = 
sw(x,)/x, (1). “Belonging to X,” means that x, 1 Gi = x,( 1 ). 4,. where 4, is a 
one-dimensional character of G, such that for s, J’E G,-. 
X,(S, .F,=d,([x. ,r],. 
Hence 
and thus 
h=d, .42.7> (*I 
where r is a one-dimensional character of G,~ that is trivial on [G,,-, G,,]. 
Clui~z I. j, :=.j(X,) L Qr. F(sw(#,)), where @,, F denotes the Herbrand 
function of L/F. 
Proof’ of’ Claim I. By Lemma 1.2, G ‘;. $ ker x,, but for any 1: > 0, 
G$..+‘s ker x,. It follows that G’;.+’ n G, 2 ker d,, and the claim asserts 
that Gc.n G,. $ ker d,. Assume to the contrary that Gl;.n G,$ ker d,. 
Then Gi. G, is contained in the radical of X,, because for .YE G’;. and 
FE G,:, [x. y] E G;in G,, and thus X,(X, J)=y5;([x, J])= I. Now extend 
d, to a character $, of G$.. G,, such that Gi.5 ker $,. The form X, is also 
defined by 7,. Take any irreducible character 2; of G,. lying over 4,. Then 
F, belongs to X,, but G::s ker 2,. This contradicts the minimality of 
sw( x,)/x, ( 1 ). Claim 1 follows. 
The lemma now follows from 
Claim 2. sw(~,)~max(sw(~,), sw(d?)), with equality if SW(~,)# 
SW($? 1. 
Proof‘ qf‘cluinr 2. The form X, is defined by 4, .4?. Since sw(~,)/~,( I ) 
is chosen minimal, we get (by Claim 1 and Lemma 1.6) 
sw(~,)~s~(~,.~~)~mrnax(sw(~,),sw(~,)). (**I 
Now consider the case sw(d,)> sw(v/?). By (4 and Lemma 1.6, 
sw(cj3) 5 maxi sw(b, .7), sw(6:) ),. 
By the choice of x, (and Claim 1) we know that sw(4, .t)zsw(cj,). Thus 
by Lemma 1.6, SW(~~) =sw(~, .T)~sw(~,). Together with (**) this yields 
the equality. Q.E.D. 
The following lemma is a variation of a result of Zink. 1 need some 
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Notution. If L/F is a Galois extension and U 5 L* a subgroup of the 
multiplicative group of L, set 
J,.-U := (u dm’/~~U,~~Gal(L/F)). 
LEMMA 1.8. Let L/F he an Ahelirrn extension qf p-adic number ,fields 
such that Gal(L/F) has just one jump at s, s 2 1, p [ s. Ltjt t he (111 integer 
H’ith t > s. On J,..U L/J,-U: ’ ’ consider the ,filtrrrtion 
V’ := (U;-n Jl,iJ;~). J[;U;+ ‘/J,:U;’ ‘, j = 0, 1, 
The jumps of’ thisfiltration occur at the indices 
~““:=/L:Fj,~t’:=p-value~f(t-.s),arzd~f.~+(t-.c)~p”~O 
(mod p ), then 6 := 1; otlzern~ise 6 := 0. 
Moreover the order qf the ,junzp.s is j V’> : V’> + ’ / = q := IFI. where F denotes 
the residue cluss ,field. 
Remcrrks. (1) Zink considers the case t = .v [ 10, Proposition SS]. The 
proof is similar but differs in some technical details. The result for t = s is 
more complicated. 
(2) I need this lemma with n7 = 2d, s = 1, t = Y, ,;(2) = 1 + p’“. In 
this case 11‘ = nl = 2d and 6 = 0. 
Proof: 
Cluim 1. If p 1 t, then J,,.U; = J,. c’;’ ‘. 
Let SE CJ: and (T EGal(L/F). To show that S” ’ E (L’;,’ ‘)” ‘, choose a 
prime element rr, of the fixed field of (T, and write 
.Y = ( 1 + 7ri” . (!)) .X1, 
where (r) is a p-regular root of unity (and thus in F) and where x, E l/i+- ‘. 
It follows that Y’ ’ = .u; I. 
Claim 2. Assume that p i t. Then the first jump is ,i,, =s + t, and its 
order is y, 
From [6, Chap. IV, Sect. 2, Exercise 3a], for .Y = 1 + y E U: and 
(T E Gal(L/F), (T # 1 (and x a prime element of L) follows: 
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Thus J,. U: 5 I/ 1’ ‘, and analogously JrliL’ ’ 5 U ;.’ ’ ’ ‘: moreover, for 
fixed O, g # 1, we get an isomorphism: 
((y;,)” Ii( I,I/‘;+‘,iJy+l, (***I 
Hence the first jump is indeedj,,, and its order is given by 
IJ,U::(J,;C!:~nli,;i” ‘l-l&,+‘: U;+-‘l, 
Cluim 3. Assume that /1 j t and 1 L : FJ = p. Then ,jo is the only jump. 
This follows because Gal(L/F) is cyclic, thus J,..b’; = (c! ;,)” ’ for a 
generator o of Gal(L/F). Now look at (***) in the proof of Claim 2. 
Claim 4. Assume that p 11. The lemma follows by induction on )>I. 
After Claim 3 we arc left with the case ~FI> 1. Choose an intermediate field 
LIL’IF with 1 L : I,‘] = p. Consider the following sequences for j> s + t + I: 
These sequences are exact. It suffices to consider the first one: 
Swjectiri!,* of’ the Nom. We have N,, I. (J,. I’:,) = J,..(N, I. U;.) = 
JfiUOL.i”‘and N,,,~~(C:~)=Cr;“!L(“, since.j and t are greater then the jump 
s of ‘L/L’: see [6, Chap. V. Sect. 6, Corollary 4 to Proposition 91. Let 
rEU pi(ilr\ JkLTrj,(r) with 
and 
Then 
I? := .s> ’ E ker(N, 1. ) n L!‘, J,. l;‘:, 
=J,~,L*nC:; .J,,.C:;, (since L/L’ is cyclic) 
5 J,,L* n c’;,’ ’ (Claim 4). 
But J,‘L* = (L*)” ’ for a generator IT of Gal( L/L’), and (L*)” ’ n 0’; ’ ’ = 
(u;~)” ‘. This follows again from [6, Chap. IV, Sect. 2, Exercise 3a]. Thus 
lz~(C’;~)” ‘lJ,,U;, and hence .Y = ~47 E J,. C: : A 6;. 
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E-raciness in the Middle. The kernel of the norm is 
~:,nJ,,C::nker(N,,.,)=CT:.nJ~~:.nJI,.L* 
= U’ n J,:U’ n J,., Cl’ I 1. 1. 
(since U { and J,. iJ: are in U;+‘) 
= U;-n J,,,C;.= U;.n J,,L*. 
Consider the cokernel of the embedding of the second sequence into the 
first one. This yields an isomorphism: 
Thus apart from the jump j,,, the jumps of J, U:-,‘J,-CT:+’ are determined 
by the right side of (****). We have D1. L.(t) = .s + (t - s)/p. If t $s 
(mod p), then @,. ,.,(t) is not an integer, and the right side of (****) 
vanishes. If t = ,s (mod p), but QL, [., (t) = 0 (mod p), the right side vanishes 
too (Claim 3). In all other cases the jumps of the right side are given by 
induction: Let If.’ : FI = p”” with m’ = tn - I. Gal(L’,iF) has just one jump 
at s. Set t’ := @ L L.(t). The p-value of (t’ -s) is pi” = H* - 1, and the sum- 
mand 6 is the same as before. Thus the jumps of the right side are given 
br 
.j:, = t’ + p’ ‘S, 11 = 0. . . . . min (n7’ ~ 1, 1~’ ~ 6 ) . 
and the order of all jumps is (1. 
Hence JI-r/; /J,.Cf;+ ’ has the jump i. and the jumps 
Y,, 1. (,j:.) = t + p’ + ’ ‘S, \I+ I = 1, . . . . min{nz- 1, ~-8). 
Y , , denotes the inverse of the Herbrand function DL. la,, Q.E.D. 
2. EXAMPLE 
In the notation of the introduction choose an odd prime p such that 
/I = 2 (mod 5). As ground field choose a p-adic number field that contains 
fifth roots of unity. Let F/K be a totally and tamely ramified Galois exten- 
sion of degree e0 := 5. To do this, choose a prime element rcK of K and set 
n, := v’ “z. Then F= K(n,:) and 7~~. is a prime element of F. $1 := 
Gal(F/K) = (a) with 7~;: = r. rr,., where c( is a primitive fifth root of unity 
in K. 
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PROPOSITIOK 2.1. There exists u prinzitiw charucter p of’ G, Irith thr 
,ftillo\ring propertirs: 
(i) Let E he the,fi.wd,field of’the krrnel of’p. Then E is u totull!! urzd 
~l‘ildl~~ ratn$ied extension of F. 
(ii) Let Z = Gal(E/L) hr the center of’Gal( E/K). Tlwn L is un exten- 
sion of’ F. und G, := Gal(L;‘F) is u chit<f’,fbtor of‘Gal(LIK), i.e., ~7, is un 
irreducible [F,,g-module. 
(iii) p” := p( 1 ) = p’. 
(iv) G, has just one ,jump ut s = 2. 
(v) p is in gencrul position. 
But 
(vi) sw(y)=p”.(lje,)~(2+p ‘)=p’(2p+ 1);5. 
RemA 2.2. There also exist primitive characters p’ satisfying condi- 
tions (i)-(v). but whose conductor is prime to p; i.e., 
2(p’ + 
sw(p.)=p./.~.(?+?p “)= 5 
I ) 
After the proof of Proposition 2.1 I sketch the proof of the remark. 
PrmJ If p’ is any primitive character satisfying (i)-(v), then by 
Lemma 1.4 the conductor has the form 
1 
SW(p’)=p”.i;,.(s+u~p ‘)* 
with 1 zuls=2and 1 ~~$d=2. 
But sw(p’) is an integer! Hence there are only two possibilities: 
(I) ~=2 and u=2 : sw(y’)=p”~(I;‘r,)~(.s+.s~p ‘). 
(II) V= I and LI= 1 : sw(p’)=p”.(l/c,,)~(.v+ 1 ,p ‘). 
I must show that the second possibility does occur! 
Step 1. I construct a primitive character p’ satisfying (i)-(v): Consider 
U:/lJ~- as 1F,,g-module. By Lemma 1.1 it is homogenous with irreducible 
submodule V= (IF,,(r’), ~+a’). Since cc, is odd, IF,,(r’)= E,,(a), and 
dim,,, V=2d=4. 
Now we need an alternating form on V. I write forms multiplicatively, but 
the description of the forms on V is better done additively. Thus let me fix 
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once and for all an embedding 1F;’ -+ @*. The g-invariant, alternating forms 
on V are given as follows: Let q50~ Gal(ff,,(r)/[F,,) with ord dO = 2. Then 
every g-invariant form Y is given by an element U”E iF,(z) with 
qs()( I!() I = - U(] :
Here T.,,(X~.ll,, dentoes the trace. This form is g-invariant since ~~JcI) = 
x/‘=x 1. , see [7, Theorem 3.11. Choose a g-invariant subgroup N2, 
U;.. 5 N’ 5 Uf , such that iJ s-/N’ E V as [F,,cl-module. Further choose a 
g-invariant subgroup N’ s F* such that U ‘, N’ = F* and U f- n N’ = N’. 
Let L’/F be the Abelian extension such that N,., I;L’* = N’ (this is local 
class field theory; see [6. Chap. XIV, Sect. 6, Theorem 1 I): 
F* 
V? 
N’ = N,. ,-L’* 
Hence Gal(L’/F) 2 V as IF,,g-module and Gal(L’,IF) has a g-invariant, 
alternating form X’. 
By Lemma 1.5 there exists a projective representation p’ of G, belonging 
to the form X’, and a suitable lifting of p’ gives us a primitive character p’ 
that satisfies (i)-(v), with L’ as the fixed field of the center of G,/ker p’. 
Step 2. As remarked at the beginning of the proof, there are two 
possibilities for sw(p’). If sw(p’) = p’. i. (2 + p ‘), we are done. Thus let 
us assume that this is not the case. Then SW([)‘) = p2. i. (2 + 2 .I? ‘), and 
I must construct a new character /). 
The center of p will belong to a new field L/F. To find this field, consider 
L’:../c~‘f. as IF,,n-module. By Lemma 1 .l it is homogeneous with irreducible 
submodule (E,,(a), CJ + x). But since p E 2 (mod r,,), the map 
(F,,(x), 0 + x) --$ (F,>(X), (T + x2) = v 
s - .\- i’ 
IS an [F,Ic~-module isomorphism. 
Choose a g-invariant subgroup fi’, 15~;:s N’ 2 C/2., and a g-invariant 
subgroup M with U j.. M = F* and C: i: n M = N ‘. Let L, IF be the Abelian 
extension with N,, ,,L: = M, and let L,/F be that extension with 
N ,.~ ,.L; = M n N’: 
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Fix isomorphisms 
.f’, : Gal( L2/L, ) 21 v, 
and 
/“:Gal( LJL’) 2; b’, 
.fi 0 ,f”: Gal( L,jF) 2 V@ V. 
Fix a g-invariant, alternating form Y on V that corresponds to the form X’ 
under Gal(L’/F) %Gal(LJL,) --f ‘I V On V@ V we get the non-degenerate 
form 
YxY:(v@v)x(v@v)~@* 
(1’1 0 11’ , , 1’1 0 w2) + Y( c, , c7) Y( H’, , 11‘2 ). 
We also have the form Y x 1 with radical 0 @ V, 
Yxl:(v@V)x(V@V)-+c* 
(c’, 0 11‘1, Coolly,)-+ Y(V,,&), 
and similarly the form 1 x Y with radical V@O. 
To construct the form that will belong to the character p, consider the 
diagonal 
D + := ( 1: @ 1.;.‘L’ E C’) 
and the “anti-diagonal” 
D := ;I:@ ( -L.)/PE V). 
The form Y x Y is non-degenerate on both diagonals, and they are 
orthogonal to each other with respect to this form. 
I want to construct two forms Y, and Y with radicals D ’ and D . 
resp., such that Y + / ,) x ,) = Y x YI I) I ,) . and similarly for Y This is 
done by setting 
Note that the square root is unique within pth roots of unity. 
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The form that defines the character p will correspond to Y’, Read all 
these forms on Gal(L,/F) by the fixed isomorphism. Let Gal(L,/L)S 
Gal(L,/F) be the group corresponding to D+, and denote by X the 
form on Gal(L/F) corresponding to the form Y: on (V@ V),‘D+. By 
Lemma 1.5 we get a primitive character p that satisfies (i)(v). 
Step 3. It remains to compute the conductor of p. 
Lemma 1.3 reduces this problem to the conductor 1 := p I(,>, and by 
Lemma 1.5 we can translate this into the conductor of the form X. 
Let X, be the form on Gal&/F) that corresponds to Yx Y on VO V, 
let X, correspond to 1 x Y, and let X’ correspond to Y x 1. Then Xz = 
X, X’ with conductors 
and 
.j(x’)=2+2.17+ by assumption on SW(~), 
j(X,)= 1 + 1 .p ’ (By Lemma 1.4, .i(X, I= 1 + I-’ ‘, with 1’ = 1, 2. 
But X, is g-invariant, thus the conductor of p, of G, belonging to X, is an 
integer. Hence.j(X,) is “divisible” by c,~ = 5.) Hence Lemma I .7 implies that 
j(X,)=2+2.p -‘. 
Define a form Z on Gal(L?/F) by 
x,=x.z. 
I show that ,j(Z) > ,j(X?). Then by Lemma 1.7, ,j(X) =.j(Z). 
It remains to prove the following 
Chin?. j(Z) = 2 + p ‘. 
Thus let us study the form Z: 
Gal(L,iL, ) is isotropic for Z. (*I 1 
This I compute on V’@ V. Restrict Y x Y = Y: . Z to (V@O) x ( 1’00): 
Y:(L) 00. r200)= Y(P,. 1’2)= Yx Y(c,@O, c2@O). 
Thus Z(r’,@O, r?@O)= I. 
It follows that there exists a one-dimensional character 0 of G,, that defines 
Z: By Lemma 1.5 we get a character x7 of G,.. with xz I(;,, = x/( 1). 4,. 
and (by defines Z. But G,,, is isotropic for Z; this means that -Cc,, /;ker ti/ is 
Abelian, and thus bI is extendible to 0 on G,.,. 
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Choose H such that its conductor is minimal. Then 
i(Z) = @,,, .(sw(f~)). (*2) 
This follows by the same argument as the Claim 1 in the proof of 
Lemma 1.7. It remains to show that 
CIoinl’. sw(fl) l= YL~, ,.(2 + p ’ ) = I + p’( I + p ’ ) = 1 + p4 + p3. 
(Y,, ,,. denotes the inverse of the Herbrand function. Note that IL, .lFl = pJ 
and that L, /F has just one jump at .Y, = 1.) 
Translate the problem into the relative Weil group II’ := W, , ,.: 
w - 
( W is the Weilgroup of LThIF, a subgroup of Gal( L;Ih/F) = G,:/G;, See [8, 
Appendices II and III.) Then 2 becomes a n-invariant form on W, 0 a 
character of LT, and 
Z(s, J,) = fl( [.Y, y] ) for .y, !‘E W 
The relative Weil group is the context in which to formulate the next two 
facts: 
u /“:I i’2)f ’ is contained in the radical of Z. (*3) 
This follows since N,,,,(C rr;~*(2’+‘)= U:. 2 Mn N’; see 16, Chap. V, 
Sect. 6, Corollary 4 to Proposition 91. But Mn N’= NLJ, (LT) is con- 
tained in the radical of 2. Here I identified F*/Mn N’ with Gal(L,/F) by 
local class field theory. 
U pi-l k’2) is not contained in the radical of Z. 11 (*4) 
Assume that (*4) is false. Again read Z as a form on F* by class field 
theory. Then N,., ,..( U ,., “/I b12’) = Uf, is contained in the radical of Z (again 
see [6, Chap. V, Sect. 6, Corollary 4 to Proposition 91). But also M n N’ 5 
rad Z. Thus Ut (M n N’) = A4 5 rad Z. Now transport this problem to 
V@V. Then Yx Y= Y’+ .Z and V@OsradZ, D’ srad Yj. This 
implies that I’@0 and Dt are orthogonal to each other (with respect to 
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Y x Y ). But this is nonsense: The orthogonal complement of I’@ 0 is 0 0 V 
and that of D’ is D-. 
Translate (*3) and (*4) into a fact about 0. Restrict (1 to 
[qy, j.jq =JJ,y?‘: This restriction is not trivia1 by (*4), but 
J,.U “‘1 6(Z’+’ is contained in the kernel of 0 by (*3). Set t := 
Y,~, :j2)= 1 +p’. It follows from Lemma 1.8 (with s= 1) that 0/,,,,,! has 
a “conductor” of the form ,i,, = t + p’ 1. 1’ = 0, 1, 2, 3. That means tha! one 
can write 0 = 0,. 0, with sw(0,) = j,, and 8, l,,,r,i, = I. Thus it suffices to 
show 
Claim”. v = 3; i.e., ,iV = t + p3 = 1 + p4 + p3. 
(From Claim” only SW(~) z,j3 follows. But SW(B) cannot be greater, 
otherwise ,i(Z) = .i(X) would be greater and thus SW(~) would be greater 
as possible.) The reason for Claim” is that Z is g-invariant. Thus (II Ct is 
n-invariant and in particular: 
0 restricted to ((ii;, n J,..c’i,) is {J-invariant and not tri- 
vial, but fl restricted to (Vi;,+ ’ n JI-U:,) becomes trivial. 
Hence we can read 0 as a g-invariant character of a subgroup of 
C! II !Ui,’ ‘. But the last group is a homogeneous 1F,,Q-module with 
irr:ducible submodule V= (IF,,(x’l), g + riV), where c( is a primitive fifth 
root of unity (Lemma 1 .l ), Since 0 is g-invariant and one-dimensional, V 
must be one-dimensional too. Thus the order of 2” is a divisor of p- 1. 
Since ord(x)= 5 and p=2 (mod 5). it follows that ,j, ~0 (mod 5). Thus 
j, = 1 + pJ + ,I)?. Q.E.D. 
Sketch of‘ Prmf of‘ Renzurk 2.2. Take the symplectic [F,,g-module 
I’:= Uf/N2 constructed in Step 1 of the Proof of Proposition 2.1. Denote 
the symplectic form on V by X. 
Claim. Choose any Abelian Extension M/F that has just one jump at 
s = 2 and such that N,$, ,, U:, is maximally isotropic for X. Then one can 
extend X to an alternating form X’ on F* such that N., ,..M* is isotropic 
for X’ and such that ,i(X’) = 2( 1 + p “) if and only if u’(X) = ,f’- 2. 
Here .f‘= IF: [F,,I and the definition of d(X) is as follows: Identity 
LTf/c:;. =F. Denote by 7 the Frobenius of F/[F,,. Then there is an 
alternating polynomial P = xi: ,’ (1, r’ such that X(X, J) = tr,. [,(.v P( j,)). 
(See Zink [ 11, Sect. 31 for the theory of alternating polynomials.) Denote 
by [I(X) the degree of P. 
Since X is g-invariant, the degree of P is indeed ,f’- 2: n acts by multi- 
plication with r2, a fifth root of unity. Hence 
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Thus aj # 0 only for those i for which ;I”’ = E ‘, that is, for even i. Hence 
n(.u) is even. On the other hand, ICI;.: N’l =p4; thus,f‘>d(X)zf’-2; see 
[ 1 I, Sect. 4, Proposition 6 (iv)]. Since ,f’ contains fifth roots of unity and 
p = 2 (mod 5), ,f‘ is even too. This implies that (I(X) =,/‘- 2. 
The claim follows from a generalization of a result of Zink to an 
arbitrary jump .P ([ 11, Sect. 3, Proposition 91). Zink already formulated 
most of the steps of the proof of his Proposition 9 for general .r. One just 
needs the right extension of his definition of ,i(X) to extend the result of 
Proposition 9. 
The form X’ constructed in the claim is not necessarily g-invariant. 
Define a g-invariant form by Y,,(.v, .I’) := n,, 9 X’(a(r), a(~,)). Y,, on Uf- 
equals XI”‘. Since lgl is prime to p, choose an integer c such that C. ICJ = I 
(mod p). Let Y := Y;,. Then Y is a q-invariant extension of X and ,i( Y) 2 
2(1 +p ‘). 
Assume that Y is not the form WC are looking for. Then U, := 
Uf. Rad( Y) < F*, but U,/Rad( Y) is Y-non-degenerate. Let CT2 bc the 
orthogonal complement of CI,. Write Y= Y, Y,, with Rad( Y,)= C:, Y, 
and Y1 are g-invariant forms. Y, is a form with jumps 2 I. The work of 
Zink implies that .i( Y, ) = 1 + p ‘. Y1 is a form that has just one jump at 
.s = 2. Hence i( Y,) equals 2( I + /7 ‘) or 2 + p ‘. These conductors are all 
different. hence ,i( Yz) = ,i( Y). Since ,i( Y) is small. i( Yz) is small too. and Y2 
is the form we were looking for. 
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